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What is the InitiaLit–F Extension
Sounds and Words Book?

Foundation

The InitiaLit–F Extension Sounds and Words Book is a supplementary resource for capable 
readers involved in the InitiaLit program. It is used during teacher-led reading groups as an 
alternative to the core Sounds and Words Book. The InitiaLit–F Extension Sounds and Words 
Book provides more challenging reading activities for children who are easily mastering early 
literacy skills. This may be the top 15–20% of students in your class. This Extension resource 
covers a wide range of topics and types of text and offers more advanced content with greater 
depth and breadth of ideas.

The InitiaLit–F Extension Sounds and Words Book is introduced in early Term 2 after Lesson 51. 
This gives teachers time to settle children into the classroom and small-group routines and to 
properly assess children’s reading progress. The resource includes reading of sounds, words, 
sentences and short passages with comprehension and writing tasks.

In this sample, we highlight the main features of the InitiaLit–F Extension Sounds and Words Book.
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Sounds and Words – Extension

InitiaLit–F
Lessons 76–81

w – more to read

Read the words

win wet wags wig wins

swim west twin wind went

wink twig wept swift winter

Winter words

cold wet fog wind frost

Write a sentence us
ing one of your w

inter words.

What is frost? Where have you see
n it?

What other winter words do you know?

Foundation

What does the InitiaLit–F Extension Sounds and Words 
Book look like?
The InitiaLit–F Extension Sounds and Words Book follows the InitiaLit phonic sequence with four 
pages for each target grapheme.

Word lists
In these sample pages for Lessons 76–81, word lists contain more advanced words than in the 
core Sounds and Words. Children practise CVCC, CCVC and two-syllable words containing 
the target sound. Although these skills have not yet been explicitly taught, it is expected that 
your capable readers will be able to generalise their decoding knowledge to read these words 
accurately. Additional activities accompanying word lists include synonyms, onomatopoeia, 
simple definitions and writing tasks. The fluency activity is similar to that introduced in Year 1 
in the core Sounds and Words Book. In this activity, children practise reading commonly used 
words featuring the target sound as quickly and accurately as possible.

20

Sounds and Words – ExtensionInitiaLit–F

Fluency fun

Say the sound

ck

Read the words

tick peck rack deck pack luck

lack tuck cluck sack muck dock

Jack Nick Mack Mick Jock Rick

Lessons 76–81
ck – sounds and words

back kick rock

neckpick
sock

luck sick stick black

duck

What can hens do? Find two words.

22

Sounds and Words – Extension

InitiaLit–F

Read the words

tack suck lock truck lick
clock track stuck flick crack

brick flock trick snack clickNow read these words and answer the questionsrocket
jacket

pocket
bucketWhat do you put in your pocket?What is another word for jacket?Where would you go in a rocket?What would be too big for a pocket but fits in a bucket?

Lessons 76–81ck – more to read
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Sounds and Words – ExtensionInitiaLit–F
Lessons 82–90
ee – sentence reading

Read the sentences

1. My friend Lin comes over on 
weekends to play frisbee.

2. Lee hops on the sand. His feet are hot. He jumps into 
the water. The water is cold, but it feels good.

3. Bree keeps fit. She runs up the steep hill at top 
speed. She is keen to do well. At the end of the day, 
Bree is sleepy but happy.

4. Dee keeps red pens in her green bag, and black pens 
in her red bag. Her green pen is in the black bag, and 
her blue pen is in her pocket.

5. Nash peels his banana and 
drops the skin. Minjee peels her 
banana and puts the banana skin 
in the bin. Nash sees Minjee and 
picks up his banana skin and puts 
it in the bin.

Foundation

Sentences and paragraphs
The InitiaLit–F Extension Sounds and Words Book 
contains more complex sentences and paragraphs 
than the core Sounds and Words Book. In this 
example from Lessons 82–90, some text departs 
from the scope and sequence for this level. Words 
such as ‘banana’, ‘good’ and ‘water’ are used out 
of sequence. However, your capable readers will 
be able to use partial phonic clues and are likely to 
have a better oral and print vocabulary to help them 
decode unfamiliar words.

Passage reading
In the InitiaLit–F Extension Sounds and Words Book, text passages replace the second page of 
sentences in the core Sounds and Words Book. Text passages are followed by comprehension 
questions to guide discussion and simple writing tasks. Comprehension activities include literal 
and inferential questions, connecting, elaboration and simple analogy.

71

Sounds and Words – ExtensionInitiaLit–F

Make a zoo poster that tells people not to feed the 
animals.

Questions
1. What do elephants eat?
2. What did Kelly want to feed the kangaroo? What do 

kangaroos eat?
3. What is panda food?
4. Why did Dad ask Greg and Kelly if they wanted to eat twigs, 

grass and bamboo shoots?
5. Why do zoos ask us not to feed the animals?

Zoo Snacks
Mum, Dad, Greg and Kelly went to the zoo.

Greg said, “Can I feed the elephant? She can have my sandwich.”

“No,” said Mum. “We must not feed them. They have elephant 
food. They like to eat plant roots and twigs.”

“Can the kangaroo have my choc-chip muffin?” said Kelly.

“No,” said Dad. “She has grass for lunch. Grass is 
kangaroo food.”

Greg and Kelly ran to look at the panda. “Do pandas 
like jam rolls?”

“No,” said Mum. “Pandas like panda food. They eat 
bamboo shoots.”

“Let’s have lunch,” said Dad. “Do you want twigs, 
grass and bamboo shoots for lunch?”

“No,” said Greg and Kelly. “We want people food!”

Lessons 100–114
oo – passage reading

70

Sounds and Words – ExtensionInitiaLit–F

Read the words

swoop gloom snooze bloom proof

boost snoop balloon igloo shampoo

Write a sentence about what the kookaburra can see 
from the tree.

Have you ever been swooped by a bird? What happened?

Lessons 100–114
oo – more to read

Swoop

Have you seen a bird swoop? Some birds swoop 
when they hunt for food. Some swoop to protect 
their nest. 

This kookaburra sits very still 
on the branch of a tree.

Soon it will see an insect or 
a lizard on the ground. Then 
the kookaburra will swoop down 
for a uick snack.

89

Sounds and Words – Extension

InitiaLit–F

Lessons 121–123CVCC and CCVC – passage reading

Write some facts you know about elephants.

Questions1. What can an elephant do with its trunk?

2. Could an elephant live without its trunk? Why or why not?

3. What parts of our body do we use to breathe, to eat and to 

lift things?4. Name another animal that is very loud.

Elephant TrunksElephants need their trunks to breathe, eat, drink 

and smell.
An elephant does many things with its 
long trunk. It twists its trunk to collect 

food. It grabs food with the ‘fingers’ 
on the end of its trunk. It can lift 
heavy things with its trunk. An elephant 

can even crack nuts with its trunk.Elephants spray water on their backs with their trunks 

to keep cool. An elephant can suck water with its trunk 

and s uirt it into its mouth.Elephants greet their friends with their trunks. Mother 

elephants stroke baby elephants with their trunks.

Elephants trumpet with their trunks. They trumpet when 

they are upset, angry or excited. An elephant’s trumpet is 

very LOUD!
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What is the InitiaLit–1 Extension
Sounds and Words Book?

Year 1

The InitiaLit–1 Extension Sounds and Words Book is a supplementary resource for capable 
readers involved in the InitiaLit program. It is used during teacher-led reading groups as an 
alternative to the core Sounds and Words Book. The Extension Sounds and Words Book 
provides reading, comprehension and writing activities for children who are ready for more 
challenging material.

In this sample, we highlight the main features of the InitiaLit–1 Extension Sounds and Words Book.
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Year 1

Vocabulary
The Extension Sounds and Words Book contains a vocabulary feature in which an interesting 
word is defined and described through examples. We have chosen words that may be useful 
in children’s imaginative or cross-curricular writing. Selected vocabulary is featured again in 
passage reading for that lesson.

What does the InitiaLit–1 Extension Sounds and Words 
Book look like?
The InitiaLit–1 Extension Sounds and Words Book follows the InitiaLit phonic sequence with two 
to four pages for each target grapheme. It maintains a phonic focus with additional challenges.

Word reading
In these sample pages for Lessons 41–42 and 63–64, word lists contain longer and more 
challenging words than in the core Sounds and Words book. It is expected that your capable 
readers will have mastered the target grapheme with fewer repetitions and will be ready to 
generalise their phonic skills.

68

Sounds and Words – Extension

InitiaLit–1

Lessons 63–64Two-syllable ‘er’ words – word reading and vocabulary
Read the words

corner sweeter leader blister swimmer

reporter glitter discover customer brighter

lobster thermometer surrender laughter astronomer

DID YOU KNOW?
Stars are so far away that it takes their light many years to reach 

our eyes. When you look at a star, you are seeing something from 
a long time ago.

astronomer
An astronomer is a person who 

studies the stars and planets and 
other objects in space.

An interesting word
(say: as-tron-o-mer)

If you love to look at the stars at night, you might become an astronomer one day.

Astronomers do not go into space like astronauts do. Astronomers 

study space from the ground. They look at the night sky through 

telescopes. Telescopes help us to see things that are far away and 

hard to see. A telescope makes things look much bigger and 

closer than they really are. But you do not need a telescope 

to learn about space. You can see many stars and planets 

with your own eyes.What have you seen in the night sky?

40

Sounds and Words – Extension

InitiaLit–1
Lessons 41–42

‘igh’ (light) – word reading and vocabulary

Read the words

flight sigh highest fighter nightfall

frighten delight alright lightest midnight

lighthouse brightness daylight tonight mighty

There are mighty rivers that are fast and long. Mighty 

mountains have high peaks that seem to touch the sky. 

When a mighty volcano erupts, it sends lava and rocks 

into the air.

Mighty armies win battles. A mighty warrior is a brave 

fighter. Some sporting teams call themselves mighty 

because they believe they are the best and can beat 

the other teams.

What animals do you think are mighty? What makes 

them mighty?

You do not need to fight a dragon to be mighty. As long 

as you have done your very best, you have made a 

mighty effort. When have you made a mighty effort?

mighty

Mighty means powerful 

and important.

An interesting word
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Passage reading
The text passages in the Extension Sounds and 
Words Book are followed by comprehension 
questions to guide discussion and a writing task. 
Comprehension activities include literal and 
nferential questions, predicting, connecting, 
elaborating and analogy.

A regular activity is The Big Idea in which 
creative problem-solving is encouraged.

Year 1

67

Sounds and Words – Extension

InitiaLit–1
Lesson 62

‘er’ (fern) – passage reading

Questions

1. How did Sun make the boy take off his coat?

2. Why couldn’t Wind get the boy to take off his coat?

3. Talk about one of your favourite stories where an animal acts like a person.

Wind vs Sun

One day, Wind and Sun had an argument.

“I am stronger than you,” said Wind.

“You are not,” said Sun. “I am much more powerful than you.”

Just then, a boy wearing a warm coat walked along the road. Wind and Sun decided 

to have a contest to see who was stronger. They agreed that the winner would be 

able to make the boy take off his coat. Wind tried first while Sun hid behind a cloud.

“Ha ha,” laughed Wind. “How easy for me! All I need to do is blow his coat off. Sun 

will never be able to do that.” Wind blew as hard as he could. The boy’s coat started 

to flap, but the boy grabbed it before it could fly away from him.

“I just need to try a little harder,” thought Wind. He blew another strong gust of cold 

air at the boy. The boy pulled his coat around him. Wind blew and blew, but the boy 

gripped his coat more tightly than ever. Eventually, Wind gave up.

Then it was Sun’s turn. Sun came from behind the cloud and shone brightly. Sun 

gently warmed the boy. Soon the boy took off his coat and sat under the shade of a 

tree to cool down.

In this contest of Wind versus Sun, Sun was the most powerful.

Fables

This story comes from a very old fable called ‘The North Wind and the Sun’. 

It was told nearly 3000 years ago. The fable is part of a group of stories 

called Aesop’s Fables. You might know the story of ‘The Hare and the 

Tortoise’. This is another of Aesop's fables.

A fable is a short story, usually with a lesson about what is right and how we 

should live. Fables are often about animals or other natural objects that act 

like people.

37

Sounds and Words – Extension

InitiaLit–1

Lesson 34‘ow’ (snow) – passage reading

Questions1. Find the word in the first paragraph that means sleep.

2. What do Dad and the children wear outside? What do you wear on very cold days?

3. Did the snowflakes really tickle their eyelashes? What do you think snowflakes look 

and feel like?4. Has the road really vanished? Why can’t they see it?

5. How do Trish and Dev have fun in the snow?

6. Have the children had breakfast? How do you know?

7. Have you seen snow? Where was it? What games did you play in the snow?

Write about how people and animals stay warm on cold days and nights.

How are people like animals during the winter?

BIGBIG
THE

IDEA

On a crisp winter morning, Dad coaxes the children from 

their slumber. It is the first snow of the season. Dad 

throws on his thick overcoat and snow boots. Trish and Dev put 

on their hats, woolly socks, boots and winter jackets.

 
 
 

Everything is still. The animals are snug in their burrows and 

tree hollows. They do not hear the children giggling and 

squealing as they throw snowballs at each other.
Dad calls, “It’s time for hot buttered toast. Then we will 

build a snowman.”The children run inside, hoping it will snow again tomorrow.

’

It’s Snowing

They are ready to explore their new white world. 

Snowflakes tickle their eyelashes. The road seems to 

have vanished. Melting ice drips from the branches of 

snow gums.
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Sounds and Words – ExtensionInitiaLit–1
Lesson 110
‘air’ (hair) – words, words, words

 • Why was Rocky frightened? Why did Stan feel 
frightened?

 • Find two other words in the story that mean 
frightened. (first and fourth paragraph)

 • Think of other words for frightened.

 • What words can mean the opposite of 
frightened?

Write a sentence with one of your antonyms.

 • What is something doing when it is hovering?

 • What other aircraft can hover?

 • What birds and insects have you seen hovering 
in the sky?

Write a sentence about an insect that can hover.

 • What does dense mean? Look for clues in the 
story. Why couldn’t Stan find his way home?

 • What is another word for dense?

Write a sentence about being lost in a dense 
forest.

frightened
Rocky ran into the bush 

because he was frightened.

dense
Stan and Rocky were lost 

in the dense forest.

hover
The drone was small 

enough to hover near the 
trees and drop a parcel.

Words, words, words

Additional content
Additional content in the InitiaLit–1 Extension Sounds and Words Book includes …

Year 1

53

Sounds and Words – ExtensionInitiaLit–1
Lessons 53–54
‘ar’ (star) – quick quiz

Answers: 1. longbow and crossbow 2. reptiles 3. green 4. little finger, ring finger, middle 
finger, index finger, thumb 5. The five oceans are Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean, Indian 
Ocean, Arctic Ocean, Southern Ocean 6. chimps, gorillas, monkeys, and other primates 
7. Ducks can quack, grunt, squeak, chirp, growl and make many other sounds 8. Mimic 
means to copy or imitate 9. frogs 10. red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet

’’

Quick Quiz
1. What were the two main types of bows used by archers in 

olden times?

2. Are sea turtles fish or reptiles?

3. What colour will you get if you mix blue and yellow?

4. What are the names of our fingers?

5. Name two oceans.

6. Name an animal that has fingernails like us.

7. Name two sounds a duck can make.

8. What is another word for mimic?

9. What do tadpoles grow into?

10. How many colours of the rainbow can you name? 
(Clue: There are seven.)

Just for fun

109

Sounds and Words – ExtensionInitiaLit–1
Lesson 107
‘ear’ (year) – quick quiz

Write your own ‘What Am I?’ about a favourite animal. Can your group guess 
the answer?

What animal am I?

Clue 1: I am large.
Clue 2: I have yellow-brown fur.
Clue 3: I live in a group called a pride.
Clue 4: I have a mane of hair.
Clue 5: I ROAR!

What animal am I?

Clue 1: I live in water.
Clue 2: I have thick skin with scales.
Clue 3: I have a large mouth with sharp teeth.
Clue 4: I am the biggest reptile on Earth, and I am not a snake.
Clue 5: I BITE!

What animal am I?

Clue 1: I am an Australian animal.
Clue 2: I am not very big.
Clue 3: I have black fur with a white mark on my chest.
Clue 4: I have strong sharp teeth.
Clue 5: I live mainly in Tasmania.

What Animal Am I?
Can you guess the animal? 

(Clue: they are all very fierce.)

43

Sounds and Words – ExtensionInitiaLit–1
Lessons 41–42
‘igh’ (light) – readers’ theatre

A Mighty Team
Narrator Golden Suns player Cheetahs player

Ants Player 1 Ants Player 2 Coach

Narrator Everyone makes fun of the Ants team.

Golden Suns player You can’t win this season because ants can’t play football.

Cheetahs player Ants are small and so are you. We will run all over you.

Golden Suns player We have a strong team name and team song. We are 
the brightest in the sky.

Cheetahs player We are strong too. We are the fastest of them all.

Narrator The Ants whisper their team chant so people do not laugh 
at them.

Ants Player 1
Ants Player 2

Ants, ants, ants.

Narrator The Ants feel very sad before the first game. They tell the 
coach . . .

Ants Player 1 We cannot win with such a silly name.

Coach The Ants is a great team name! An ant is one of the strongest 
creatures on the planet. It can lift things many times its own 
size. Ants may be tiny insects, but they are very tough, and 
they work together as a team. Ants are mighty!

Narrator The players stand tall. They run onto the field and play their 
best game ever.

Ants Player 1
Ants Player 2

Now we call ourselves the Mighty Ants . . .
Ants, Ants, hear our chant!
We are strong and light
We will fight with all our might
We are the Mighty Ants!

Readers’ Theatre based on 
narrative texts …

and extra vocabulary 
activities.

quick quizzes …
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What is the InitiaLit–2 Extension
RAD Reading Book?

Year 2

The InitiaLit–2 Extension RAD Reading Book is a supplementary resource for capable readers 
involved in the InitiaLit program. It accompanies the Comprehension and Fluency component of 
InitiaLit–2 and is an alternative to the practice passages in the regular RAD Reading Book. The 
InitiaLit–2 Extension RAD Reading Book is used during teacher-led reading groups following 
whole-class Comprehension and Fluency instruction. It supports and extends the application of 
comprehension skills and strategies.

In this sample, we highlight the main features of the InitiaLit–2 Extension RAD Reading Book.
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Year 2

What does the InitiaLit–2 Extension RAD Reading Book 
look like?
The Extension RAD Reading Book follows a thematic structure with content organised around 
four main themes: Explore, Play, Survive and Imagine. It challenges and engages children with 
a variety of non-fiction and fiction texts and topics of interest. Children participate in group and 
paired discussions related to the text and beyond. They explore different perspectives in oral and 
written activities.
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Comprehension and writing activities
The thematic approach taken in the InitiaLit–2 Extension RAD Reading Book allows teachers to 
explore longer, more complex text. There are no time limits on completion of individual passages 
or themes. Comprehension activities are embedded in the text. This recognises that capable 
readers are reading and comprehending well and are able to apply the strategies they have been 
working on during the lessons. Thought-provoking activities appear as ‘What did you learn?’, 
‘Let’s discuss’, ‘Brain twister’, ‘Find a word’, ‘Find out more’ and ‘Stop and write’.

Throughout the Extension RAD Reading Book, children will encounter a greater depth and 
breadth of content on a range of topics to build knowledge. There is increased emphasis on 
higher order thinking skills, including analysis, evaluation, and creative problem-solving. There are 
also writing tasks to provide children with further opportunities to respond in text.

Year 2

RAD Reading Book – ExtensionInitiaLit–2

What did you learn?
1. Find a word in the second-last paragraph that means ‘noticed’ or ‘watched carefully’.
2. What are asteroids made of? What are comets made of?
3. Explain to your partner what happens when comets fly close to the Sun.

Stop and write
Imagine you live in ancient times. One night you see Halley’s Comet and you do not 
know what it is. Describe what it looks like and what you think it might be. How does 
it make you feel? You can start your story with “I looked up at the night sky . . .”

Asteroids

Asteroids are rocky objects that orbit the Sun like planets. An asteroid is smaller 
than a planet. There are millions of asteroids in our solar system. They are different 
shapes and sizes. They can be made of stone, minerals, iron and other metals.

Comets
Comets are blocks of rock, dust and ice that orbit the Sun. 
They look like flying dirty snowballs. Comets heat up as 
they fly closer to the Sun. This makes them release dust and 
gas, so they look as if they have a silvery tail.

People have observed comets since olden times. Comets caused great excitement 
and often fear. Many people believed that comets were a sign of change or 
terrible disasters. Some Aboriginal people saw comets as signs of sickness or evil. 
Some thought that comets were bundles of spears that could fall to Earth.

Halley’s Comet is a famous comet. An English astronomer called Edmond Halley 
realised this comet returned to our skies regularly. We can see Halley’s Comet 
from Earth every 75 to 76 years. We will see Halley’s Comet again in 2061. How 
old will you be?

Part 1: Explore – Space

12

RAD Reading Book – Extension

InitiaLit–2

Once upon a time, there lived 
two children in a small cold 

village, high in the mountains, on the 

edge of a tall forest. Thomas and Minna 

were happy children, always dreaming of 

adventure. They loved to play in the forest, 

even during the long snowy winters.
One day, the children went into the 

forest to collect sticks for the fire. Their 

mother called after them, “Don’t be long. 

The days are short in wintertime, and 

soon it will be dark.” But the children 

were chattering excitedly and did not 

hear their mother’s warning.Time passed quickly for the children 

as they played games in the snow. Before 

long the weak sun had dipped below 

the horizon and darkness had fallen. 

Minna and Thomas knew the forest well 

but could not see a path home. They 

became lost and afraid as a cold mist descended upon them. They stopped to rest on a hollow log and began to cry. Soon the children realised they were not alone. 

They looked up, surprised to see a bright 

orange fox staring at them.

“Follow me,” said the fox. “I will light 

your way home. The sparks from my tail 

will lead you back to your village.”

The children wondered how that 

could be. Then the fox waved her tail. 

Suddenly the sky shone with shimmering 

green, blue and pink lights that seemed 

to dance across the starry night. The 

lights brightened the path that led the 

children home to warmth and safety.
The fox returned to her own snowy 

home on a high mountain peak and the 

children did not meet her again. Minna 

and Thomas watched for her on crisp, 

clear nights. From time to time, they 

caught a glimpse of orange or the tip of a 

fluffy tail before dancing lights appeared 

again in the sky. It was a wondrous sight, 

and Thomas and Minna alone knew 

the secret.

Let’s discuss1. How did Thomas and Minna become lost in the forest?

2. How did the fox help them?
3. There are many stories based on our natural world. What stories do you know 

about animals and nature?

Time for a story

Part 3: Survive – Cold

A Fox in the Forest

92
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Year 2

RAD Reading Book – Extension

InitiaLit–2

Stop and writeWrite a story about your robot friend and an adventure that you have together. 

What can your robot do? How do you help each other?

Max and Robbie

Robbie the robot came to live with our family a few months ago. He is a cleaning robot. He 

sweeps, dusts, mops, puts out the bins, picks up clothes and even folds them. When Mum 

says, “Robbie, please sweep the floor,” he does it straight away without complaining.

I didn’t really notice Robbie at first. Then one day everything changed. I came home from 

school to find Robbie sitting in a chair in my room reading my Big Book of Dragons.

“Wow, Robbie,” I said, “I didn’t know you liked books.”

What happened next was astonishing. Robbie spoke to me. 

“You have great books, Max. I like reading about dragons and 

dinosaurs, and robot stories too because they are so funny.”

From that day on, Robbie and I read together about absolutely 

everything. We read about trains and boats, birds and insects, 

mountains and oceans and exploring outer space. “I have 

cousins on the space station,” Robbie told me. Robbie helped me with my homework, so it 

seemed fair that I share his chores and help with the cleaning. Robbie and I had become the 

best of friends. But a big challenge lay ahead of us. We were shocked when 

Mum said, “Max, I think it’s time to swap Robbie for another robot. The new 

models can do other jobs like fixing taps.” I glanced at Robbie and saw a single 

tear run down his metallic cheek. I whispered, “Don’t cry, Robbie. I don’t want 

you to rust. We’ll think of something.”

That afternoon, I ran to the library and borrowed a book called Fixing Taps Is Easy. Robbie 

and I read it from cover to cover in secret. Robbie is a fast learner and was soon an expert. 

Mum was impressed and very surprised. “That’s great,” she said to me. “I didn’t know he 

could do that. It would be nice if he could fix the car too.”

I ran straight back to the library and brought home How to Repair Your Car.

“This book is easy for me,” said Robbie. “I worked in a car yard in robot kindy.”

We were so happy when Mum said, “We don’t need a new robot after 

all. Robbie can do everything! He’s become part of our family.” Then 

she added, “Sometimes Robbie looks as if he’s smiling, but I must be 

imagining that.”
Robbie and I high-fived . . . when Mum wasn’t looking.

Part 4: Imagine – Imagining the futureTime for a story

Part 4: Imagine – Imagining the future

140

RAD Reading Book – Extension

InitiaLit–2

What did you learn?

1. Why would engineers be interested in paper planes?

2. What pulls a plane towards the ground?

3. What word describes the force we use when we throw a paper plane?

4. What can slow a paper plane down?

5. What word describes the force of air that pushes a plane up?

Let’s discuss
We have read about some toys that both children and adults love. What toys have 

your parents and grandparents kept from childhood? Do they still play with them? Do 

they let you play with them?

Brain twister
What other toys use ideas and designs from science? In what ways?

Do you think all toys use science in some way? Can you give an example?

Gravity pulls the 

weight of the plane 

towards the ground.

Drag is the force 

of the air acting 

against the 

plane. When you 

wave your hands 

around, you can 

feel the air. Drag 

can slow the 

plane down.

Lift is the force of air 

below the plane that 

pushes it up.

Thrust is the force 

that pushes the 

plane forward. 

This happens 

when we throw a 

paper plane.

How paper planes fly

Part 2: Play – Toys
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Let’s meet a real robot. This robot is called Pepper 
and was created in Japan. Pepper is a robot assistant 
who welcomes visitors to offices, schools, airports 
and restaurants.

Pepper is as tall as a 7-year-old. Pepper can speak 
and knows many languages. Pepper’s touchscreen 
provides information to people. Pepper can even tell 
how a person is feeling.

Robots are machines, but not all machines are 
robots. A robot is a special kind of machine that 
can do some of the things people and animals 
can do. Robots are programmed on a computer 
to do things automatically. When something is 
automatic, it works by itself to do certain jobs. 
Robots can be many different shapes and sizes. 
Some look like machines, while others look more 
like humans or animals.

Let’s discuss
How would you feel about saying hello and asking Pepper a question?

Stop and write
Imagine Pepper working at your school. What kind of jobs could Pepper do? How could 
Pepper help visitors to your school? List some questions that visitors might ask Pepper.

Brain twister
Do you think Pepper can really tell how someone is feeling? How could Pepper 
guess this?
Hint: Think about how people might guess how you are feeling by looking at your 
face and hearing your voice.

People are fascinated by robots. Robots have lived in our imaginations and have been 
part of our stories for a long time.

What is a robot?

This is a type of robot. Its robotic arms
can be used to grip tools.

The world of robots

Part 4: Imagine – Imagining the future
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The InitiaLit Extension suite 
of resources and professional 
development aims to provide 
capable readers undertaking the 
InitiaLit–Foundation, InitiaLit–1 
and InitiaLit–2 programs with 
extended and enriched reading 
practice. It will assist teachers in 
providing differentiated learning 
activities for students who 
are easily mastering the core 
reading and spelling literacy 
skills being taught in InitiaLit.

For more information visit
multilit.com/programs/
initialit-extension/
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